Abstract This paper describes the Domain-Specific Language (DSL) prototype developed for the NASA Constellation Launch Control System (LCS) project. A key element of the LCS architecture, the DSL prototype is a specialized monitor and control language composed of constructs for specifying and programming test, checkout, and launch processing applications for flight and ground systems. The principal objectives of the prototyping activity were to perform a proof-of-concept of an approach to ultimately lower the lifecycle costs of application software for the LCS, and to explore mitigations for a number of development risks perceived by the project. The language has been implemented as a library that extends the Python scripting language, and validated in a successful demonstration of capability required for Constellation.12
INTRODUCTION
In 2004, the White House announced a new Vision for Space Exploration [1] , calling for a campaign of ambitious missions involving human and robotic exploration of the Moon, Mars and beyond. In response to this call, NASA established the Constellation program [2] , which is planning to replace the aging space shuttle fleet with new vehicles 1 1 1-4244-1488-1/08/$25.00 ©2008 IEEE. 2 IEEEAC paper # 1576, Version 2, Updated October 23, 2007 capable of transporting crew and cargo to the International Space Station, then on to Moon and, ultimately, Mars.
Constellation represents the first major human space flight program start in many years. Budget constraints will require the program to make gradual progress towards its farreaching goals over an extended schedule, placing unprecedented requirements on the evolvability of the supporting infrastructure and challenging NASA to significantly reduce the operations and sustaining costs associated with its missions. Consequently, the program's success will require significant upgrades to the groundbased infrastructure needed to support the assembly, test, and operations of these new vehicles.
One such system is the Launch Control System (LCS) at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). In addition to coordinating and controlling the launch sequence, this system will be used to test the spacecraft, launch vehicles, and possibly their component subsystems as they are delivered to the space center and assembled for launch, to control various pieces of ground support equipment used in those operations, and to ensure the safety of all of these operations. Within the LCS, software applications will command distributed hardware end items, including the vehicles and associated ground support equipment, and monitor the telemetry produced by these end items.
Under the auspices of the Constellation Ground Operations project, engineers at KSC, in collaboration with personnel from JPL and other NASA Centers, conducted an LCS proof-of-concept activity over a roughly one-year period from late 2006 to late 2007. This proof-of-concept effort was intended to explore ways to mitigate a number of development risks perceived by the LCS project. Key among those risks were projections of the costs associated with the development and maintenance of software applications used to conduct launch processing operations. Experience with the current Space Shuttle test and checkout system suggests that a significant part of the ongoing operations costs are related to the development and maintenance of monitor and control applications. Particularly expensive is the extensive process by which system engineers express requirements for test procedures in prose, software developers translate these requirements into code, and then both sets of experts are engaged in verification of the resulting application's correctness. The new system will have to significantly reduce these costs while assuring a consistent high level of safety and security.
One element of the LCS proof-of-concept activity was an investigation of the potential benefits of using a DomainSpecific Language (DSL) that systems engineers would be able to use to write executable specifications of monitor and control applications (i.e., capture detailed requirements in a form that would either be directly executable or automatically translatable to software implementation). The principal objective of this DSL prototype was to demonstrate an approach that will ultimately lower the lifecycle costs of monitor and control applications for launch processing, test and checkout. This paper presents the results from the LCS DSL prototyping task. Section 2 introduces the problem domain and provides a brief overview of the envisioned LCS architecture. The paper goes on to describe our process for design and development of the LCS DSL, including a survey and assessment of existing DSLs against the LCS requirements and evaluation criteria (Section 3), a description of the language design (Section 4), an overview of the prototype implementation (Section 5), and a discussion of how the language and prototype applications were verified and validated (Section 6). Finally, the paper concludes with a discussion of observations and issues raised during the DSL prototyping effort.
PROBLEM DOMAIN & SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The LCS problem domain has a number of defining characteristics that pose important challenges and constraints on the system architecture. Given that human lives are at stake, there are especially high demands for stability, security, verifiability and fault tolerance. With the routine handling of hazardous materials, it is essential to physically distribute the system to separate human operators from potentially catastrophic events. In addition, given the large past investments in physical infrastructure, significant interfaces to legacy systems are unavoidable. Finally, the Constellation program represents a massive multi-center, multi-decade effort, so the new LCS will also be a very long-lived system, making total life-cycle costs a major concern. Such overarching issues drive the qualities required of the LCS architecture.
Prior to the start of the proof-of-concept activity, the project evaluated several architecture options. The existing architectures for the Space Shuttle, the International Space Station, and the EELV systems were not ultimately selected, due to a number of distinguishing requirements for the Constellation program and lessons learned from the experiences of developing and maintaining these systems. Nonetheless, various aspects of these architectures served as a source for the significant subset of requirements that the Constellation LCS will share with these previous systems. For example, the scripting language used in the current Space Shuttle command and control system, called the Ground Operations Aerospace Language (GOAL) [3] , was used as a basis for comparison during the DSL survey and assessment, and as a source of inspiration for the specification of the LCS DSL.
At the end of the architectural evaluation process, the Constellation Ground Operations project opted to develop a "standards-based architecture", that is, an architecture that calls for extensive use of industry standards and standard software interfaces to achieve interoperability, adaptability, portability and lower development costs. More broadly, the standards-based architecture calls out the following architectural principles: of automatic safing. Other measures are aimed at achieving a high level of safety for software and equipment, including security, reliable components, redundancy, and high availability techniques such as fault recovery.
A fundamental principle underlying the LCS architecture is the decoupling of software components through layering, as shown in Figure 2 . Although IP networking hardware and protocols are ubiquitous, they provide a rather primitive level of service. A message-oriented middleware (MOM) layer is used to provide higher-level application services such as data distribution using a publish-subscribe mechanism, and an abstraction of the logic needed to govern the qualities of service. Abstracting the management of data delivery allows applications to control the trade-offs between data latency, continuity, and volume, without having to get involved in the details of how these services are rendered on underlying hardware and network protocols.
A key characteristic of the publish-subscribe delivery pattern is that it decouples distributed applications from having to know all of the details about the system topology such as which applications need to receive information that a given application creates. The application can publish the message on a defined topic. Other applications needing to use that data can subscribe to the topic, and the middleware will manage the distribution and delivery of the data from the publisher to all subscribers according to the qualities of service defined for the topic.
To further isolate applications from the platform and middleware details, the architecture calls for a common services software framework layer. This layer defines the message topics and default qualities of service that the system will support, and adds some topic-specific services that support system-level interactions between applications. Additional frameworks are defined on top of this layer to provide support for specific kinds of applications (e.g., display applications, gateway applications, monitor and control applications).
The proof-of-concept demonstration required the selection of concrete technologies and products to instantiate a representative prototype of the target architecture. For the MOM layer, the project used a commercial implementation of the Data Distribution Service (DDS), a standard defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) [4] . Another commercial product was used to provide gateway services supporting telemetry and commanding. The remainder of this paper focuses on the design of the Supervisory Control, DSL, and Common Services layers of the architecture.
LANGUAGE SURVEY
One of the early investigations performed as part of the LCS proof-of-concept activity was a study of various programming languages appropriate for use in monitor and control applications. Following a broad survey of available GOTS/COTS DSL and general-purpose language solutions, a small set of candidate languages were selected for more detailed investigation, including six DSLs (with varying degrees of domain-specificity; specific references are omitted here) and three general-purpose programming languages (Python, C++, and Java). Each candidate language was assessed against a set of evaluation criteria. Functional requirements, life cycle costs, and various quality metrics were considered in the assessment process, which included prototype development and analysis for each candidate language. Prototyping of an example test scenario provided the hands-on experience needed to support the analysis results. This survey and assessment was intended to feed a "make versus buy" decision for the monitor and control language to be used in LCS application software development. This section of the paper describes the requirements and evaluation criteria used in the assessment and summarizes the results from this investigation.
Requirements
The requirements were organized into categories and were used to determine if a particular language could meet the needs of LCS: 
Survey Results and Conclusions
None of the evaluated languages seemed to be a "l00% perfect" fit for the specific requirements of the Constellation LCS (for example, as compared to the GOAL DSL in the Space Shuttle ground operations system today [3] ). That is to say, none of them ranked "high" against all of the established evaluation criteria. However, any of the surveyed domain-specific or general-purpose languages could be used to satisfy the functional requirements, though in some cases it might require significant effort, and result in a non-optimal system from the standpoint of the nonfunctional evaluation criteria. Although the domain-specific languages offer syntax that is suited to monitor and control applications, they also tend to have more limited development and/or execution environments and tool support. General-purpose languages offer significant flexibility in terms of implementing required functionality and impressive portability and maturity characteristics, but suffer primarily in terms of readability, verifiability and validatability, considering the targeted user base of systems engineers.
Considering the risk-reduction objectives of the LCS proofof-concept activity, and the uncertainty and fluidity still associated with the Constellation Program and LCS Project requirements, a two-pronged strategy for the prototyping phase of the LCS proof-of-concept was recommended, in which both a COTS solution and a "home-grown" solution would be explored. This would enable the LCS proof-ofconcept team to mitigate the risk associated with premature down-selection of a single application specification language that may not end up satisfying all requirements.
Based on the team's technical assessment, one particular DSL among the COTS options was identified as the strongest contender due to its human space flight qualification heritage, and generally favorable usability and portability characteristics. However, the focus here is on the design of the "home-grown" DSL, so discussion of the COTS solution is out of scope for this paper.
Among the general-purpose programming languages considered, Python [5] was seen as the most suitable for use as a monitor and control language, based on the evaluation criteria established for the LCS Project. Python was selected to be the base language for the home-grown prototype DSL solution, because it presents the smallest "semantic gap" and shallowest learning curve to a systems engineer user, among the general-purpose programming languages considered. This being said, a couple of areas of particular concern were identified regarding Python, which were examined during the prototyping activity to determine if either of these present a showstopper obstacle for the ultimate adoption of a Python-based DSL. The two areas were Python's lack of static type checking, and the uncertainty associated with the ability of Python to satisfy performance requirements.
Internal vs. External DSL Approach
In implementing a home-grown DSL solution based on the Python programming language, two competing strategies were considered:
* Internal DSL Approach: that is, extending the base language with domain-specific constructs. In this approach the DSL is Python extended with a LCSspecific Python library. Applications would be written in Python and the execution engine would be that of Python.
* External DSL Approach: that is, translating a custom DSL into the base language. In this approach the DSL would be distinct from Python, adopting a syntax appropriate to the target domain. The DSL would be translated to Python, and the execution engine would be that of Python, as in the internal DSL solution.
For the LCS proof-of-concept, the team decided to implement an internal DSL. Given the short timeframe for the proof-of-concept activity, it was determined that this approach presented the least schedule risk; the existing Python development environments and tools could be used to facilitate the quick production of a prototype.
Beyond the LCS proof-of-concept, the team issued a recommendation to consider the development of an external DSL and toolset]. There are significant long-term benefits 6 for having a language customized for LCS applications. In particular, an external DSL has the greatest potential for reducing lifecycle costs. Applications should be more readable/reviewable, verifiable, easier to write by systems engineers, and ultimately more reliable. However, the external DSL option would require significantly more work than the internal option; namely, designing the language, building a translator, constructing a development environment, and building tools such as a debugger, static analyzer(s), and a test harness.
LANGUAGE DESIGN
The DSL is intended to facilitate writing control applications that remotely monitor and control the state of a set of end items. From the point of view of a control application, the state can be understood as a mapping from measurement variable names (each associated with a sensor in an end item) to value assignments. In the LCS architecture, this mapping is provided through the MOM software sitting between the control application and the end item.
The prototype DSL has been implemented as a Python library consisting of a set of functions (and a few classes). The design is inspired by traditional procedural programming, rather than by object oriented programming, in spite of the fact that Python is an object-oriented programming language. That is, the emphasis is on functions rather than on classes and objects. This design was influenced by the goal of defining a domain-specific programming language, where each function in the library represents a language construct. In addition to these domain-specific constructs, all of Python's programming constructs are available to the programmer. In the following discussion the key language constructs are presented:
Measurements
Measurements are views into the state of end items that are being monitored; they represent data samples collected from sensors in the end items. These samples are then drawn into the LCS system network via a gateway, and distributed as measurement messages on the middleware message bus. A measurement service buffers one or more of the most recent samples from each sensor so that these messages can be retrieved on demand by the application. The measurement service design is discussed in more detail in Section 5 of this paper.
A measurement object is an instance of the following class, for which only some of the methods are shown: Reaction: a reaction to be executed in case the property gets violated.
7 4 This is implemented by overriding the Python function getattr (self,name) that is part of any object and which gets called on an attribute (converted to a string) when the attribute is referred to but not found in the object.
Repetition: a Boolean indicating whether the verification should continue even if the property gets violated.
Blocking: a verification can be specified to be blocking in which case the calling application will wait until the verification has been performed. Alternatively, the verification can be non-blocking, where the checking is ''spawned" to the background while the calling application continues to execute. In a non-blocking case where a reaction is to be executed upon violation of the condition, there is a further choice between letting this reaction execute in parallel with the calling application or letting it interrupt the calling application.
Some of these monitoring functions are described in the following. The construct descriptions use the following symbols: C stands for a condition to be verified and R stands for a reaction to be executed in case a condition gets violated. Both C and R are assumed to be parameter-less functions. D stands for a duration, expressed in seconds. S stands for a string -generally a name associated with the verification operation. N This blocking construct examines whether the specified condition C is true now. The reaction R indicates the response that should be executed if the condition is not true. The default reaction is a dialog that is initiated with the user, giving the choice between iterating (redoing the verification), returning from the veri fy function, or aborting the control application entirely. The name S passed to the function helps identify the call within an execution log in case a property gets violated. The function returns true or false depending on whether the property succeeds. An example of the use of this function is provided below, where the condition and the reaction are first defined as Python functions, and then the verify function is called with these as parameters:
def Co: return read.PRESSURE >= 300 def R() : print(-Pressure less than 300 PSI") verify(C, R)
Note that due to Python's nameless lambda functions (also known as "lambda abstractions"), one can write the same call of verify as follows, without defining the condition as a separate function:
This blocking construct verifies that the condition C eventually becomes true within the time duration D. The reaction R indicates the response that should be taken if the condition does not become true within the time duration. If the condition becomes true within its duration, then the function returns immediately without waiting for the duration to expire. The function returns true or false depending on whether the property succeeds verification or not. Assuming the condition and reaction from the previous example, the following example specifies a test that the condition becomes true within 10 seconds:
is provided, the constraint is automatically removed after that duration. The constraint can also be removed explicitly with the function remove constraint(S). As an example, consider the following program text: assert-constraint( "C One",C ,Rl,25) verify within("C Two",C 2,10,R2) This code will register the constraint Cl to be monitored in the background, and will then immediately continue execution of the verify within call. The condition C2
will now be checked to become true within 10 One concern with using a DSL that includes the richness of a general-purpose programming language like Python is the potential for introducing complexity (and thus greater potential for errors) into control applications. This is of particular concern considering that LCS application developers are intended to be systems engineers. For this reason, LCS proof-of-concept team members at KSC developed a prototype Tabular DSL that was interpreted using the Python DSL as execution engine [6] . A tabular program consists of a sequence of lines, each line representing a DSL construct. The first column defines the construct, and subsequent columns define arguments. The tabular approach allows a customized editor to check input arguments and otherwise suggest alternatives, much like a syntax-directed editor.
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
The prototype execution environment for the LCS DSL is implemented as a layered set of libraries in Python and C++, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The messaging services were provided by a commercial implementation of the Data Distribution Service (DDS) [4] . The common services layer adapts the messaging services for the particular message data structures used in the LCS system. In keeping with the decision to adopt an internal DSL, the logic implementing the various language constructs described in Section 4 is coded in Python. This section presents the implementation of the common services and DSL layers of the LCS architecture, and discusses some interesting multi-threading issues that were encountered during the implementation and testing of these layers.
The C++ Common Services As shown in Figure 2 , the LCS architecture provides a set of common services for use by supervisory control applications and the command and telemetry gateways. The common services layer is implemented as a set of C++ API libraries.5 Figure 3 presents a more detailed view of the common services design, including the interfaces and mechanisms it provides between the DSL layer and the DDS middleware.
A defining feature of the DDS messaging service is that it must be adapted for the specific message data structures it will manage. This is accomplished using tools provided by the vendor that compile message structure specifications defined in an Interface Definition Language (IDL) into C++ source code that will then implement the message class along with associated marshalling support and interface adapters. DDS defines a message topic in terms of one of these specific data structures.
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A complementary set of services were implemented in Java to interface with the display applications, as shown in Figure 2 . To isolate some of the DDS-specific implementation details from higher-level libraries and applications, the C++ common services libraries also define their own distinct classes for each message type. This was found to be necessary because the DDS IDL translation process does not support the definition of methods in the message typesit interprets them as pure data structures. From a language design perspective, it was important to be able to support type-specific operations (e.g., comparisons) as member methods. So the C++ common services libraries provide interface adapters for each message type, which translate between the message classes used at the Python interface, and corresponding message structures generated from the IDL code used at the DDS interface.
In addition, a few other services are implemented in this layer for convenience. For example, since DDS messaging is asynchronous, the dialog service (see Figure 3) provides a single blocking dialog method that issues a prompt message and waits for a matching response. Implementing this service here helped to minimize the complexity of the interface between C++ and Python.
The measurement service provides a query interface by which the application may request the "current" (or most recently received) measurement sample for a named sensor (this interface is invoked through a read. measurement call in a DSL application). Because of the potential race condition between measurement samples arriving and when the application queries for samples, an additional measurement event service was required to enable the implementation of monitoring logic that would be sure to see every sample in a given sensor stream. The event service allows the application to register a callback handler that will be used to deliver every new sample associated with the named sensor as it becomes available. This mechanism is used in the implementation of more complex monitor functions in the DSL, including verify within, verify_within_voting, assert constraint, and conditional-interrupt.
The measurement dictionary service provides a dictionary of known measurement (sensor) names and value types needed to allow the event service to verify requests before any data samples have been received.
The interface between C++ and Python is implemented using the Boost library [7] , which supports exporting C++ classes and interfaces into Python. One of the key benefits of Python as the implementation language for the prototype LCS DSL was the existence of a well-defined extension API, and several distinct tools supporting interfacing between Python and other C++ tools. In particular, some of these tools support the mapping between Python's object model and that of C++. Of the several tools evaluated, the Boost library (specifically, the Boost.Python library [8] ) was found to provide the most complete support for symmetrical object-oriented interactions between C++ and Python. Other tools could export C++ functions or class methods into Python, but Boost was able to export a C++ interface into Python so that Python could implement a class implementing the interface that could then be called from the C++ layer. As will be shown, this interaction is key to the callback mechanism used to implement the event service.
Event services in the C++ common services layer are implemented using listener threads (usually one for each topic) whose job it is to notice when new messages have arrived in a given topic, match those messages against the set of sensor names for which notification callbacks have been requested, and then call each of the registered handlers, which are typically implemented in Python. This requires that these listener threads call through crosslanguage interfaces to deliver a data object that must also be translated from a C++ structure into a Python object.
To implement these interfaces, a C++ interface (abstract base class) defining the abstract callback method was exported to Python using Boost. This allowed the Python layer to then implement callback handlers derived from this interface, and to pass references to these to the callback registration methods which were also exported from C++ to Python (see Figure 4) . Boost provides C++ templates that can be used to articulate an export wrapper for each class to be exported from C++ to Python. An export wrapper is a C++ class defined in terms of these Boost templates, which identify the Python-relevant properties of the class, and name the methods and members to be exported. The templates then implement all of the details needed to translate the C++ semantics and interfaces into the Python object model and API, which is implemented in C.
One key function that Boost did not provide, and that required significant additional work in the interface layer, was the synchronization of threads. The Python interpreter is designed to be thread safe, and the Python language can support thread safe operations (thread support can be dynamically enabled in a Python program so that singlethreaded Python scripts don't pay the overhead cost of synchronization). Thread safety in the interpreter is achieved through the use of the Global Interpreter Lock (GIL), which is essentially a mutex lock on the entire execution engine. Since the threads used to implement the event callbacks originate in the C++ service library, and not inside of Python, these non-native threads need to interrupt the Python interpreter in order to call handlers in Python. Thus, additional code was required in the callback invocation methods to acquire the GIL before entering Python, and release it after returning. Apart from this detail, all of the interfacing details were handled by Boost templates.
The Python DSL As already mentioned, the Python DSL is built on top of the C++ common services. A control application interacts with the common services though a set of objects of C++ classes, wrapped as Python objects/classes in the DSL layer. These include classes for creating objects containing various kinds of information, e.g., measurement objects. There are similar classes for creating command objects, message objects and dialog objects. In addition, the DSL layer includes classes that contain methods for publishing such The update method of a handler object will execute code specific for a particular condition to be verified. Registering a handler with a specific measurement name causes the 11 measurement service to record this association, and the handler will then get executed whenever that measurement is updated, for example when a new measurement arrives from an end item. Since the control application can execute while new measurements arrive in the measurement service, the control application and the measurement service execute in separate threads, resulting in a multi-threaded program. The measurement service thread reacts to the publishing of measurements on the message bus and activates handlers if required. In parallel, the control application thread reads measurements, publishes measurements, and registers and removes handlers.
The most interesting DSL functions are the monitoring functions that verify some property over a time interval, and which therefore need to register corresponding handlers with the measurement service. Note that the Python-specific self argument is omitted here for the sake of clarity in the presentation.
constraint.startTimer()
The method creates a constraint from its arguments, and registers the constraint with each measurement in the measurement list (i.e., creates a handler for each measurement in the measurement list). This list is computed from the condition being evaluated and contains all measurement names mentioned in the condition. In the real implementation this measurement list is, however, not extracted automatically as shown. Instead this list is given explicitly as argument to all DSL functions taking a condition as argument. Automatically extracting the list of measurement names requires parsing of Python expressions. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 7 of the paper. Registration of the constraint has the following effect: "check condition C during the period D; execute reaction RC if C gets violated; execute reaction RD if duration D expires; repeat verification on condition failure during the period ifF is true".
The LCS DSL's monitoring functions are all defined using a generic non-blocking function monitor, which is based on the functionality of addConstraint. A call of the form:
invokes addConstraint(C,RC D,R D F), after first having evaluated the condition to check its immediate value. Note that this function is given a reaction to execute when the condition is violated as well as a reaction to execute when the timer expires. After registration, the function terminates and program execution continues, with the constraint now active in the background. The conditional interrupt function behaves similarly to assert-constraint, but differs in two significant ways:
1. condition negation : the condition passed as argument triggers the reaction to be executed when it becomes true (in contrast to false). The implementation of the verify within-voting function is very similar to that of the verify within function. However, it uses a slightly more complicated variant of the ConstraintStatus class with the same public interface. The new class contains two additional counters: the number of conditions that minimally must be satisfied, and the number of candidate conditions that have not yet evaluated true. The class constructor is called with two natural numbers: the number of conditions that minimally must evaluate to true, and the number of initial candidate conditions. The function signalSuccess is called when a condition becomes true within its time period and it decrements the number of conditions required to still become true, and also the number of candidate conditions. Similarly, the function signalFailure is called when a time period for a condition expires without the condition having become true, in which case only the number of candidate conditions is decremented. The function satisfied() returns true if the number of required conditions is non-positive. For each condition-duration pair a constraint is registered which calls signalSuccess when the condition becomes true (it monitors the negation being true and reacts when the negation becomes false), and which calls signalFailure when the time period expires without the condition having become true. machine keeps track of occurred events and hands removal Multi-Threading Issues permission to the right thread.
As outlined above, the implementation is multi-threaded due to the fact that constraints, reactions and timers execute in parallel with the main application. This raises a number of issues. A third issue is the removal of constraints. A timer can expire while a constraint reaction is being executed, in which case the timer and the reaction have to agree who removes the constraint. In the current design, a shared state A fourth issue is a dangling pointer problem that arises when a Python thread passes a Python object reference from the Python data area over to the C++ data area, and then later exits the scope where that object is introduced. In this case the object gets garbage-collected on the Python side, and the C++ side now holds a dangling pointer (pointing to a garbage-collected data area). This issue was resolved by always making sure on the Python side that such objects were not garbage-collected, by inserting them into a list of "garbage objects" (although certainly not garbage on the C++ side).
EVALUATION
An evaluation was performed of the implemented monitor and control system. The monitoring and control system consists of the Python DSL implemented in Python, the underlying common services layer implemented in C++, an information architecture (database) containing persistent monitor and control meta-data, display and GUI software implemented in Java, and the two COTS tools providing the gateway and publish/subscribe middleware functions. In addition, the evaluation also involved writing control applications in the Tabular DSL. Figure 5 . The MPS process measures the pressure decay and flow rates in the main propulsion system's LH2 and L02 pneumatic system lines. The MPS application was implemented to demonstrate to the Shuttle operations community that the DSL could be used to implement applications with more algorithmic and numeric computations than the LH2 application. During the tests, a monitoring display showed the current state of affairs on the (simulated) launch site. Information was provided to this display application (written in Java) via subscriptions on the message bus, and directives from the operators (e.g., initiation of the LH2 application) were input into the LCS system via publication on the message bus. A snapshot of the LH2 display is shown in Figure 6 , showing the liquid hydrogen storage tank on the left, connected to the Space Shuttle external tank on the right.
The DSL applications send sequenced commands, verify their successful execution by checking specific measurements, send messages and prompts to operators on displays like the one in Figure 6 , monitor measurements for condition violations, and automatically take actions in response to such violations. The DSL applications were developed using the Eclipse PyDev development environment [10] . The programs were designed to meet requirements and specifications provided Figure 6 . Display for the LH2 application tests.
by Shuttle system engineers. The control applications were also reviewed by the system engineers to assess their correctness, completeness, and readability.
Result ofEvaluation
Implementation of the control applications in the Python DSL was relatively straightforward. Eclipse and the PyDev development environment were useful in quickly turning around code changes and bug fixes. Application software developed using the Python DSL successfully executed the LH2 scenario, demonstrating the expected functionality and satisfying the requirements for the proof-of-concept activity.
One significant V&V challenge was that there was no way to actually run and test the application programs without having the full LCS system and simulator up and running, or without intermingling supervisory control code with simple simulation "stubs" within the control application. This highlights the general need for compositional software development and unit testing, where each component can be tested in isolation. It furthermore illustrates the complication resulting from integration of several software artifacts either written in different languages or written by different parties.
Since Python is dynamically typed, the static checkers PyLint [11] and PyChecker [12] The second issue of concern identified during the initial DSL survey was the uncertainty associated with the ability of Python to satisfy performance requirements. The ability of the applications to meet real-time deadlines -primarily, the latency of reactions to changes in sensor values -will depend to a large extent on the latency of the delivery of the measurements to a gateway, and from there across the message bus to the monitoring application. That is to say, the performance issue is more of an architectural concern for LCS, considering the adoption of a distributed architecture. With this said, the language allows applications to react to measurement changes as they arrive via the callback interface; there will be a maximum rate at which these update events can be delivered and processed that will depend on how many conditional expressions the application uses. It is not expected that the post-proof-ofconcept DSL and common services implementation would represent a performance bottleneck in the LCS system, but formal benchmarking remains to be performed.
One of the decision points in the design of the DSL API was whether it should have an object-oriented flavor in the spirit of Python, or whether it should have a more classical procedural flavor like the C programming language. Python allows both forms. In the object-oriented approach, the DSL programmer would have to be aware of classes and objects and would work with dot-notation. In the procedural approach, a program consists of a sequence of function definitions. It was decided that the object-orientation of Python should be downplayed in order to minimize the number of Python concepts a system engineer would have to master: stand-alone functions resemble the syntactic constructs in familiar programming languages, and may also lead to more succinct control application implementations. This decision was largely influenced by the desire for the new language to reflect the capabilities of the GOAL language used as a requirements model, and to make the language intuitive to the system engineers who would be using it. The resulting syntax, however, exhibits idioms of both programming styles, and this can be seen as a potential source of programmer confusion.
Several of the constructs take as parameters a lambdaexpression (or a function reference) as condition and are supposed to evaluate this condition each time a variable occurring in that expression (or referenced by that function) is updated. This concerns the constructs verify within, verify_within_voting, assert constraint, and conditional interrupt. These constructs cause update handlers to be registered with common services and take measurement name lists as explicit arguments so that update handlers can be registered for those measurement names. These measurement name list arguments are an annoyance and would preferably be inferred automatically from the conditions themselves. This would require parsing and extraction of variable names from the condition expressions (lambda-expressions or functions). This could be non-trivial if the conditions contain nested function calls, leading to arbitrarily "deep" Python code, in which case a free variable analysis of all of Python is required. There are currently no obvious simple solutions to this problem. Alternatively, one could specify a way of writing conditions where a condition is not a general Python expression. For now, the design assumes that the user specifies the list of measurements, any update of which should trigger the check of the condition. In the future, condition expressions could be parsed at least one level deep.
There is currently an asymmetry in the design of the DSL from a linguistic point of view. For example, consider the blocking function verify within and the non-blocking assert constraint:verify within checks that a condition becomes true within a time period, whereas assert constraint checks that a condition stays true during a time period. To be completely symmetric, the language would need to offer additional constructs, such as a blocking verify_during function, which checks that a condition stays true during a time period, and a nonblocking assert constraint-within that checks that a condition becomes true within a time period. The prototype DSL design was driven by requirements provided by experts at KSC in a very direct manner, hence the asymmetric design. Such a requirements-driven design might subsequently be followed by a "linguistic cleansing" procedure, introducing symmetry as appropriate, and providing other desirable language characteristics.
In general, the DSL can be regarded as a temporal logic embedded into an imperative programming language, a concept that can be given further theoretical attention. The monitor function described in the implementation section in fact represents a very general temporal operator that could be embedded into any programming language.
A final issue to be discussed is the notion of time. In the current DSL implementation, time is measured on the clock local to the control application. An alternative would be to measure time in terms of time stamps in measurements, or some other global time-keeping mechanism. This issue is of particular importance given the distributed nature of the LCS architecture.
CONCLUSIONS
Experience with the current Space Shuttle test and checkout system suggests that significant lifecycle costs are associated with the development and maintenance of software for monitor and control applications. Particularly expensive is the process by which system engineers express requirements for test procedures in prose, software developers translate these requirements into code, and then both sets of experts are engaged in verification of the resulting application's correctness. The Constellation Launch Control System will have to significantly reduce these lifecycle costs while assuring a consistent high level of safety and security.
To this end, the LCS project has completed a proof-ofconcept demonstration of an approach that has the potential to ultimately lower the lifecycle costs of monitor and control applications for launch processing, test and checkout. This paper has presented one of the important contributions from this proof-of-concept activity, namely the "home-grown" Python DSL and an associated common services framework design.
In summary, the use of Python as the base language for the "home-grown" LCS DSL was substantially successful. The prototype demonstrated that the implemented DSL design could satisfy the requirements of a realistic monitor and control problem, working effectively with the other elements of the distributed LCS architecture. The KSC system engineers readily understood the DSL logic, supporting its development throughout the prototype. Along with Python's strengths as a popular, well-supported language, the Python-based DSL seems to live up to its promise as a low-cost solution. However, given the paramount importance of safety and reliability, Python's weak static typing remains a concern.
